MIT SLOAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT ADMISSIONS INVITE YOU TO:

Find Your Path at MIT Sloan

Join us for a Program and Admissions Overview about our degree options for graduating students. Then, dive even deeper during a small group Coffee Chat with Admissions exclusively for students at MIT. You will learn about our dynamic community, meet an admissions representative, and discuss how a degree from MIT Sloan can impact your future.

MIT Sloan Programs & Admissions Overview
Tuesday, October 6th, 2020 | 7:00-8:00p.m. ET | Online

RSVP NOW

Coffee Chat with Admissions • MFin & MBA
Wednesday, October 7th, 2020 | 12:00-12:30p.m. ET | Online

RSVP NOW

Coffee Chat with Admissions • MBA Early + LGO Admission
Wednesday, October 7th, 2020 | 12:30-1:15p.m. ET | Online
Why MIT?

The MIT name is recognized around the world. Your MIT degree will open doors and create unimagined opportunities. That's because MIT is exceptional, and a degree from here says that you are, too.

MIT Sloan has three great masters options for current students:

**MIT Sloan MBA Early Admission**

Is an MBA in your five-year plan but you need some experience in the workforce, first? MIT Sloan MBA Early Admission secures your seat in a future MBA class and is perfect for ambitious college seniors who don’t yet have full-time work experience.

[LEARN MORE]
Master of Finance

This 18-month STEM program prepares you for premier career opportunities in finance through our global reputation, world-renowned faculty, and a rigorous, hands-on approach to adaptive problem-solving.

LEARN MORE

Master of Business Analytics

A 12-month STEM program focused on applying the tools of modern data science, optimization, and machine learning to solve real-world challenges and integrate data insights across every sector of business.

LEARN MORE